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Step 1:
Remove all components from the container and place on a clean fl at work surface. Please note that the components are 
small and fragile and should be handled with care.

Step 4:
Remove the brass tube and proceed by scuffi ng the exterior of the tube lightly with fi ne grit sandpaper. The brass tube 
is now ready to be glued in, however before applying any adhesive ensure that the tube moves freely through the bar-
rel. If the barrel does not move freely you may need to sand the interior of the barrel slightly until the brass tube moves 
freely. Once the tube moves freely you are now ready to glue the tube to the barrel. We recommend using either a thick 
CA or a fi ve minute epoxy for this process. It is critical to center the brass tube inside the barrel leaving equal amounts 
of the barrel exposed on either end of the brass tube. 

Step 5:
Using a disk sander, square and sand the barrel to the length until you make contact with the brass tube ensuring not to 
shorten the overall length. Do Not Use a Barrel Trimmer For This Process.

Step 6:
Using the Wall St II bushings (#146597) or Wall St III bushings (#147478) mount the barrel and the bushings on the 
mandrel and place in the lathe. Use 180 grit sandpaper to sand the barrel to the desired shape. Use progressively 
fi ner sandpaper until you are satisfi ed with the fi nish. You may use a skew for this but make sure that it is very sharp to 
prevent unnecessary damage. You may also use a fi ne wood fi le for this as well. After the barrel is sanded smooth blow 
the sanding dust out of the laser details and rub some black/dark wood dust into the detail lines then seal with a coating 
of thin CA. Remember that you are working with a blank made of many pieces. Proceed with caution. Lightly sand and 
prepare for fi nish.

Step 7:
The barrel can now be fi nished. CA glues work well to fi ll any gaps and provides a great long lasting fi nish.

Step 2:
Slide the brass tube into the wooden barrel. Do not use any glue at this stage.

Step 3:
Begin by removing the Masonic inlay pieces (Illustration 1) and remove them from the rectangular holding pieces, 
some pieces may have already fallen out so please be careful not to lose any of the components. Next press the 
Masonic pieces into their corresponding openings, start with the compass (1) followed by the square rule (2). Take the 
blue crest and break the inside portion of the “G” as shown in Illustration 2. Next press the yellow “G” into the opening 
followed by the blue portion of the “G” that was broken off earlier. Complete the assembly by pressing the fi nished crest 
into the remaining opening of the barrel. Now that all of the parts are in place use a small piece of wood or roll the barrel 
over a fl at work surface to ensure that all of the pieces are properly seated.   
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